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Community is the basic element of a city; also it’s the main carrier of the
perfection of city management and function. The domestic and foreign
development practice has proved again and again, on the way to urbanization,
community security is of great significance. It’s not only the precondition of city
development and stability, but also directly affects the city residents’ living
standard and life quality, reflecting the degree of modernization of urban
development and social harmony civilization. Since the 16th  CPC National
Congress, while the scientific development view of the implement deepens, urban
management and construction of security are arousing various fields of experts’
and scholars’ concern, and attracting the attention of the government
management department more and more. Community security is the most basic
living condition of community members’ study and work, Also it’s the inevitable
requirement of the urban development and social harmony. The spread of
construction of digital security monitoring system is the important means of
community security.
This dissertation mainly introduces the whole development process of digital
security monitoring system, following the standard of software engineering, which
mainly includes the requirement analysis, system design, system test. This
dissertation introduces the implementing process of the system development, and
especially analyses some core modules function of the system deeply. After
accomplishing the final tests and project acceptance of this system, it will be
formally linked with digital management organically, managing community
process on the whole. The implementation of community digital security
monitoring system for the community management will bring many benefits, and
will make the related departments in the management process faster and more
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